
Graphic Specification

Graphic Size: 46"w X 162"h  (1" bleed top and left)

Product Features

The Mondo Flag Pole is a new design of the giant pole. The Mondo flag pole is 
ideal for outdoor events, conference, sport events, etc. The telescopic alumi-
num flag pole fits into a plastic base that can be filled with water for stability. 
The flag is held with rings. Mondo flag poles are easy to handle and install.

Stand Total Height 204”(17’)

Width 64”

Finishing

Sew 1' double stitch left and top sides
Grommets five on top and ten on each side

Printing Material Mesh Fabric

Construction

Aluminum poles with plastic end caps

10 plastic clips for sides and 5 plastic clips for top

Water tight plastic base

4 aluminum support legs with plastic clips

Weights - Dimensions

Shipping Weight 16 lbs only stand

24 lbs only base

Shipping Dimensions 67"x 6" x 6" (stand)

35”x 15” x 14” (base)

Parts List

(1) Bag for pole (10) Rings with banner hooks

(1) Bag for base (1) Telescope screw for top cross bar

(1) Water base (1) Set of Legs(4) with Clips(4)

(1) Telescoping Pole (2) Rubber Stoppers for Top Pole RIngs

(1) Top Pole with 5 Rings (1) Clip on pole for banner holder
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Graphic Specification

Graphic Size: 57"w X 211"h  (1" bleed top and left)

Product Features

The Mondo Flag Pole is a new design of the giant pole. The Mondo flag pole is 
ideal for outdoor events, conference, sport events, etc. The telescopic alumi-
num flag pole fits into a plastic base that can be filled with water for stability. 
The flag is held with rings. Mondo flag poles are easy to handle and install.

Stand Total Height 276”(23')

Width 77”

Finishing

Sew 1' double stitch left and top sides
Grommets five on top and ten on sides

Printing Material Mesh Fabric

Construction

Aluminum poles with plastic end caps

10 plastic ring clips 

5 plastic clips on top of extent ion arm

4 aluminum support legs with plastic clips

Weights - Dimensions

Shipping Weight 22 lbs only stand

24 lbs only base

Shipping Dimensions 84"x 7" x 7"      (stand)

35"x 15" x 14"   (base)

Parts List

(1) Bag for pole (10) Rings with hooks

(1) Bag for base (1) Top Pole with 5 Rings and connector

(1) Water base (1) Set of Legs(4) with Clips(4)

(1) Telescoping Pole (2) Rubber Stoppers for Top Pole RIngs

(1) Screw on knob (1) Clip on pole for banner holder
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